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MATRIMONIAL PROPERTY AND IRISH LAW: A CASE FOR COMMUNITY?

Lucy-Ann Buckley, Lecturer in Law, National University of Ireland, Galway*

Introduction

Family property is a primary area of contention in property law. If spouses only have rights in relation to property to which they can show legal or beneficial title, they may be left unprotected in the event of marital breakdown, despite what may be a lengthy and considerable contribution to family life. If spouses have automatic rights to one another’s property, injustice may result where no contribution (financial or familial) has been made. Should the law provide for property redistribution, as opposed to maintenance? If a property interest is to be granted, how, and by whom, is such an interest to be quantified?

In dealing with these issues, both Ireland and Northern Ireland have adopted a statutory separation of assets approach, under which property rights are not automatically altered by marriage, and no automatic interest is conferred on one spouse in the property of the other. However, the principle of separation has been considerably eroded in recent years in both jurisdictions by the enactment of legislation conferring a judicial power of equitable redistribution of matrimonial property in the context of marriage breakdown. It is by no means certain that this represents the most appropriate or just approach to the issue of matrimonial property rights. Indeed, the Law Reform Advisory Committee for Northern Ireland has recently gone so far as to advocate the equitable co-ownership of certain matrimonial property, including in many cases the family home. This approach clearly derives from the principle of community property, particularly prevalent in civil law jurisdictions, where spouses are treated as having an interest in defined marital property, due to their marital status. This interest may be vested in spouses during the marriage, or may arise only in the event of its termination on death or divorce. Advocates of community property contend that this approach is more representative of the usual marital partnership and that it promotes equality between the spouses. A key issue in Irish family law must therefore be whether a community property approach would be preferable to the current regime, or whether, indeed, a modified joint ownership approach, such as that recommended in Northern Ireland, should be adopted.

In this paper, the background to different property regimes is outlined, and the theoretical justifications for each are briefly examined. The operation of community property regimes is then analysed and compared with regimes of separation of assets and equitable redistribution. The practical operation of the current Irish approach is scrutinised, and the gradual shift towards community thinking in Irish legislative policy is analysed. Finally, it is contended that Ireland should adopt a formal and complete community-based approach, and that in this respect a system of deferred community is to be preferred.

Property regimes: the field of choice

Three principal approaches may be taken to the distribution of property between spouses:
community of property, separation of assets and equitable redistribution. While equitable redistribution is a relatively modern phenomenon, the community and separation systems result from different historical approaches to the same difficulty, namely, how to protect the financial interests of dependent spouses, usually wives, at times and in systems where economic and political power tended to be reserved to men only.

In England, one of the principal aims of the feminist movement in the nineteenth century was to reform the marital property laws, to redress a situation where a woman’s property passed to her husband on marriage. Ultimately, the solution adopted in England and Ireland was to give both spouses ownership and control of their own assets. The introduction of a separation of assets regime was therefore aimed at promoting justice for women, by protecting their property rights, independence and security. An individualist approach is taken, and neither spouse may claim property belonging to the other.

The general feature of community regimes, on the other hand, is that some or all of the property of the spouses is treated as a common fund, owned equally by each. Most often the fund comprises property acquired in the course of the marriage by either spouse. Marital status is crucial, as marriage automatically leads to entitlements. However, excluding cases of universal community, the property rights obtained generally depend on issues such as the duration of the relationship.

The community regime was initially intended to provide a measure of security for the wife (as the dependent and legally disabled spouse), while also providing a mechanism for both parties to contribute to the family expenses, and for the management of the family funds. One argument in favour of a community system is that it increases the rights of the less well-off spouse, usually the wife, by guaranteeing her at least some share of the family’s wealth on the termination of the marriage. It is also perceived as a just reward for the work she has performed for the family during the marriage. In some jurisdictions, such as Sweden, a community regime was also implemented for reasons of social aspiration. Community regimes were seen as promoting equality between the spouses, and hence between men and women in general, by ensuring some semblance of equal rights, and equal respect for the contributions of each spouse to the marriage.

Hence, both separation of assets and community of property, though very different in nature, were largely introduced to protect the financial interests of dependent spouses, usually wives. This motivation has since been extended, and the current aim is to protect the interests of both parties. The difference is that the separation regime, in its pure form, aims to protect the rights and interests each spouse acquires in his or her own name, while the community regime aims to protect both spouses by offering both a share in property acquired by either during the marriage. This could work to a wife’s detriment, but will more usually work to her benefit.

Pure separation of assets systems are now rare, as most are modified by a judicial discretion to redistribute property in the interests of justice on the breakdown of the marriage. Ironically, the separation regime, although introduced to protect women, was ultimately perceived as working against many of them, due to sociological factors:
women’s traditional work in the home means that many of them do not have the opportunity to acquire wealth, and are therefore in fact penalised by a system which decrees that they have no right to share in their husbands’ wealth. The rationale of the redistributive power is to ensure that the interests of dependent family members (usually wives and children) are met, and a fair division of assets is made, while retaining flexibility to deal with varying family circumstances. No share exists unless and until awarded by the court, and spouses have merely a right to be considered for a discretionary share of property. Marital status alone will not guarantee a share, or a particular share: division tends to be based on contribution (financial or domestic), though increasing emphasis is placed on the idea of partnership. By contrast, in a regime of pure community, each spouse has a vested share in the marital property (however defined) from the moment of marriage. In a regime of pure separation, neither spouse has rights over the property of the other. The three approaches may therefore be viewed as points on a continuum, moving from total individualism, through individualism modified by discretionary sharing, to community or partnership.

**Philosophical and theoretical justifications for property regimes**

1. **Separation of assets**

The choice of a matrimonial property system (where separation of assets is also viewed as such) will primarily depend on the theoretical or philosophical view taken of marriage. Separation of assets may ultimately be justified by the contention that the rights of individuals should not be adulterated save by their express consent. In particular, the mere fact of marriage should not affect the rights of property owners, or the right to continue acquiring property for the use and benefit of the individual. In this conception, the spouses may be viewed as having agreed to share their lives in emotional or spiritual terms, or indeed in regard to daily living, but they should not be placed in an inferior position to non-married persons in terms of the acquisition of wealth. Essentially, the viewpoint is one of individualism and presumed free will: if a spouse fails to cater for personal financial security, or chooses to concentrate on other priorities, such as children, he or she cannot expect to be compensated or subsidised by the other spouse. If need is an issue, this is something to be dealt with in other ways, for example, with the assistance of the state.

In this context, individualism is lauded both for philosophical reasons and for its perceived social benefits. Philosophically, the rights and free will of the person are viewed as paramount, and as essential for personal self-development. Individuals are therefore to be preferred to artificial social groupings, which may or may not last. Although marital sharing is desirable, the sharing in question is one of experiences, rather than wealth, and is argued to be at its best when both parties are equal and independent. Socially, it is argued that individualism particularly promotes financial independence and responsibility, which is ultimately preferable to a prolonged financial dependency for either spouse or former spouse. Individualism also promotes equality of the sexes, as women are encouraged to seek financial independence, for example, by means of a career.
Although the promotion and protection of individualism may be accepted as a valid social and philosophical goal, it is clear that there is a price to be paid. While the pure individualist doctrine assumes that both parties to a marriage are equally able to accumulate wealth, social reality clearly demonstrates that this is not so. In practice, except in childless marriages where childcare is not an issue, one of the parties will almost invariably have to subsume his or her career to family needs. This is not always a matter of choice, though sometimes it may be; it may well be that alternative means of childcare are unavailable. For social and financial reasons (for example, because women statistically tend to earn less than men, or because of socialised gender roles), it will usually be the woman whose career is thus subsumed, and who is therefore impeded in her acquisition of wealth. Even should she later return to the market, she is unlikely to do as well as she otherwise might have done, as she will be hampered by age, lack of seniority, unfamiliarity with new techniques and the obsolescence of old ones.

To treat the woman’s subsequent financial vulnerability solely as the result of her individual choice is to ignore the fact that such a choice will usually be a matter of implicit agreement between the spouses. In other words, the spouses have both agreed on a division of labour, and it is the choice of each that one should earn for the family while the other works in the home. It is surely unlikely that a home-making spouse would agree to forego the chance of personal gain unless she believed that she would share in the financial gains made by her partner, and thus have an equal chance of financial security; it is also surely unreasonable that the earning spouse would expect the homemaker to do so. If this is the proper ‘default’ understanding of the marital bargain, it is unjust for one spouse only to be faced with bearing the cost of the decision. A pure separation approach to property effectively allocates the negative consequences of the spouses’ bargain to one spouse only, and ignores the other spouse’s complicity in the arrangement.

Despite arguments that a separation of assets regime ultimately compels women to take responsibility for acquiring wealth on their own behalf, there is no clear evidence that this is the case in the Irish context. Although separation of property has been the dominant approach in Ireland and the UK since the passing of the Married Women’s Property Act 1882, it is only in recent decades that women have remained in employment after marriage, in significant numbers. This would suggest that, in itself, a separation of assets regime is unlikely to encourage labour market participation by married women. As against this, married women’s lower employment rates may not always have resulted from individual choice. Until Ireland joined the European Economic Community, and was compelled to introduce gender equality legislation, many women, particularly those employed in the public sector or in banking, were compelled to leave their employment on marriage. The constitutional emphasis on women’s work in the home may also have contributed to this trend. Married women might therefore find themselves effectively debarred from earning on their own behalf, even if they wished to do so. It is therefore impossible to say with certainty whether the rise in employment participation by married women is linked to a separation regime or to changing attitudes to gender equality and the financial needs of the family as a whole.
ii. Sharing of assets – equitable redistribution and community of property

Two reasons advanced for property redistribution (of any kind) are status and contribution. Under a status argument, spouses are automatically entitled to share in each other’s wealth simply because they are spouses; the fact that they have chosen to marry, rather than simply cohabit, is viewed as implying that they intend to tie their lives together in every sense. Under a contributory approach, a spouse is entitled to share in the other spouse’s property because she contributed to its acquisition, by directly helping to purchase it, or by indirectly enabling the other spouse to acquire it, for example, by relieving him of other charges. The contributory approach has long been adopted by the courts of Equity, in the form of the purchase money resulting trust, as it is assumed that a person would not contribute to the acquisition of an asset without receiving a share in it.

Both the status and contribution arguments may be subject to criticism: why should the mere fact of marriage entitle one spouse to a share of the other’s (perhaps hard-earned) wealth, in particular where the marriage is of short duration? If contribution is the key requirement, how is that contribution to be quantified? Is it limited to financial contribution (which many women may not be able to make), or can domestic labour, childcare and psychological and emotional support be taken into account? A particular criticism of a contributory approach has long been that the emphasis on direct financial assistance ignores the value of work in the home and childcare, which the earning party would otherwise have to pay for or undertake personally. Although contributions for trusts purposes have been expanded in many jurisdictions to include the payment of household bills, domestic labour and childcare are still not generally accepted as contributions giving rise to beneficial entitlements. However, legislation frequently now includes work in the home as a contribution for the purposes of equitable redistribution. In this context, contributions include contributions to the overall well-being of the family, not merely to the acquisition of wealth.

Paradoxically, just as a separation of assets approach is said to rest on equality, so also is a community of property regime. In the separation approach, equality is said to arise because each of the spouses has an equal opportunity to acquire and retain wealth for personal benefit, although (as previously discussed), this vaunted equality of opportunity may be more apparent than real. Community of property, on the other hand, is said to rest on the concept of equality because the contribution of each spouse to the marriage is valued equally. The husband and wife are akin to business partners, engaged on a joint enterprise. Each contributes equally to the success of the marriage, in his or her different way. The purpose of the partnership is to create a successful marriage, and this can only be achieved where each contributes fully, either financially or otherwise. As each contribution is equally essential, neither contribution can or should be valued more than the other. Each spouse has an equal stake in the marital venture, and each is therefore entitled to an equal share in the marital profits. To say otherwise unjustly devalues the contribution of one spouse and reinforces an assumption that only contributions in money or money’s worth (as rigidly determined by the courts) are significant.

Equality, status and contribution may now be subsumed into the broader heading of
partnership and sharing. It has been argued that the true explanation and justification for the sharing of marital property is the presence of “common expectations” or “sharing principles”. In other words, neither marriage nor contribution alone will entitle a spouse to a share in property, but a share may be granted where the parties intended to own things in common, and to act as if the marriage were a partnership. Here the criticism of the individualist approach is not based on, or solely on, the practical consequences of a separation approach. Instead, it is contended that individualism is an inappropriate guiding precept in relation to marriage or family property issues. There is a fundamental division between those advocating individualism, and those arguing in favour of communality or sharing. To the latter, it is simply not true to say that a marriage consists of individuals only, and that the same rules should therefore apply as would apply to complete strangers. As Gardner expresses it,

“…the values which society expects to characterise the dealings between parties to an emotional partnership are not those of individual autonomy and discrete responsibility, but those of trust and collaboration”.

The approach here is not one of calculating relative profits or losses, which might require compensation or reallocation, but of recognising that the parties to a marriage will usually think in terms of joint rather than individual needs and gains. Although there may be situations where there was no such intention, it would seem reasonable to argue that it is a more appropriate “default understanding” of marriage than pure individualism, and that communality should generally be assumed in the absence of evidence to the contrary.

To the “sharing” argument may be added one of human dignity. Unlike those who argue that separate property ownership fosters equality and responsibility, and hence (presumably) dignity, communitarians argue that it is the failure to reward both contributors to the marriage that undermines dignity. Women’s dignity, in particular, is undermined by the legal view that non-earning parties, usually wives, contribute less to the marriage. As Vaughn notes,

“The law in the common law states fails to recognize the wife as a helpmate and partner engaged with the husband in the common enterprise of creating a family as well as a fortune, and refuses her the place of dignity to which she is entitled.”

If communality or sharing is accepted as the usual basis for marriage, it follows that the law should incorporate sharing principles by adopting some form of property sharing rather than a separation-based approach. Clearly, what is then required is a policy decision as much as one of principle, in terms of how this understanding should be implemented. Should the sharing be pre-determined and automatic, or should it vary with individual circumstances?

This question is linked with the final concern in this area, namely, justice. Like equality, this is paradoxically a concern of both sharing and separation approaches. In the separation of assets model, justice requires that a person’s (often hard-earned) property remains exclusively his. In a community or redistribution approach, justice requires that
the contribution of the other spouse towards the acquisition should be recognised, and that the couple shares the property acquired. A community regime assumes that justice should almost always result in an equal sharing; under equitable redistribution, justice and sharing may be informed by other considerations, such as need, earning potential and responsibilities. Consequently, equality is not always justice.

As between equitable redistribution and community of property, each system has advantages and disadvantages. Equitable redistribution offers a flexibility that a community approach cannot match, and the factors taken into account are generally fair and pertinent. For example, it seems reasonable to argue that a spouse of many years’ standing should obtain a higher share than one newly married. The longer the parties have lived together, the more likely and appropriate it may appear for them to intend to share things and own them jointly. It also seems fair that a person who has contributed, in whatever manner, to the acquisition of wealth should participate in its benefits. Sharing and contribution principles may overlap here: if both spouses contributed to an asset, it seems likely that they intended to share it. If a broad approach is taken, emotional support and psychological commitment might also be taken into account in assessing contribution to the overall relationship, though it is not clear what conduct should suffice in this regard. Other factors, such as the existence of children, or the fact that one person forewent opportunities for the overall good of the family (for example, by missing job opportunities), also merit consideration.

By contrast, a community regime presumes from the beginning that the couple intended to share everything equally, in the absence of evidence to the contrary. Both spouses are therefore aware from the start of their property entitlements, and that their individual efforts will advance the interests of both. The community regime is therefore not only based on sharing, but also promotes it, as it strengthens the emotional and economic marital partnership.

Classification of community property regimes

In order to provide a greater understanding of how community regimes operate, two contrasting models (those currently in use in France and Germany) will now be examined briefly. These will then be contrasted with the system of separation of assets, which, ameliorated by equitable redistribution, is currently in force in Ireland. The applicable law in New Zealand, which incorporates elements of both systems, will also be briefly discussed, as will the recent proposals of the Law Reform Advisory Committee in Northern Ireland.

Community property in French law

When two people marry in France, they necessarily opt for a particular financial arrangement, either voluntarily or involuntarily. They may consciously select a particular marital regime, or devise one to suit their particular needs; if no choice is made, the law provides that the “legal regime” will apply, and the spouses are deemed to have selected the system laid down in Art. 1400 et seq. of the Civil Code.
The legal regime has been radically altered on a number of occasions, in response to social and historical changes. The current system was introduced in 1965 and is confined to acquests only. The community is subject to the debts and liabilities of the marriage. The assets include all goods gainfully acquired by the spouses either separately or together, in the course of their marriage. They also include the fruits or income derived from the goods they own separately. Each spouse has the right to manage the jointly-held property. However, the spouse making a decision will be responsible to the other spouse for any errors. Where either spouse has a separate profession, he or she has the sole power of management in that regard.

There are three funds into which all property must fall, namely, the husband’s fund (his separate property), the wife’s fund (her separate property), and the community fund (joint property). Each spouse is entitled to half the property acquired during the marriage, regardless of financial contribution. When the marriage ends (on death or divorce), the community fund is itemised and divided. To determine which property belongs to which fund, it is necessary to have regard to particular principles. For example, classification of property according to its origin or its nature may result in its allocation to a particular fund. The liabilities of the community consist of the debts incurred by each spouse, in the course of the marriage. The creditor may satisfy these debts from the jointly-held property, unless the spouse who owes the debt committed fraud, and the creditor was not acting in good faith. However, even if a debt is binding on the community, compensation may be payable in some cases. The separate property of a spouse is not available to creditors of the other spouse, unless the debt is for household expenses or the children’s education.

The aim of the legal regime is to give each spouse independence with respect to his or her earnings and separate property, but to provide a form of joint management of common property where important transactions are concerned. Each spouse has complete control over his or her separate property. However, if the regime is liquidated, each spouse may be held responsible to the community if he or she failed to collect the fruits of his or her separate property, or consumed them fraudulently, during the previous five years. In addition, while the spouses have joint and several powers of administration over the community, certain important acts can only be done jointly. Consent is required for gifts, the sale or mortgage of immovables or commercial enterprises, and for the alienation of any asset subject to the requirements of registration. A second consent is required before the contracting spouse can collect the purchase price. Finally, the matrimonial home and contents receive special protection under French law.

The community fund is protected by various devices. If either spouse defaults seriously in his or her duties, so as to jeopardise the family’s interest, the family court judge may order urgent protective measures, and forbid the defaulting spouse to dispose of his own or community property without the consent of the other spouse. Where a divorce suit is pending, a judge may order any steps necessary to protect the rights of a spouse and the common property. Ultimately, a spouse may sue to put an end to the community, if this is necessitated by the misconduct of the other spouse.
The community property regime will automatically terminate on death, judicial separation or divorce. The couple’s acquests will then be itemised and divided equally between them (or, in the case of death, between the surviving spouse and the estate of the deceased spouse). Maintenance may also be payable in the context of divorce or separation. In the case of death, the surviving spouse may also be entitled to a share of the deceased’s own (i.e. separate) property.

**Deferred community in German law**

Like the French, the Germans opted to create a default statutory regime, which would apply unless the parties specifically opted for an alternative. However, the statutory regime originally adopted was not one of community, but one of separation of assets, wherein the husband was given powers of administration over his wife’s property. The wife retained legal title to the property she brought to the marriage, both real and personal, but lost the rights of administration, possession and profits to her husband. Alternative systems were also available, and the parties retained the power to alter the regime after marriage. However, such changes would not be effective against third parties unless they were registered in the matrimonial property register operated by the county court.

As in France, social conditions changed greatly after the introduction of the original system. After World War II a “community of increase” was adopted as the default regime. This is often described as a hybrid system, as it presents characteristics of both the separate property system and the community system. The aim is to divide the increase in value of the property equally between the spouses, at the end of the marriage. The spouses retain their separate property so long as the marriage continues, but if they divorce, the spouse with the larger increase must give half the difference in value to the other. This is essentially a system of deferred community. If the marriage ends on death, an extra quarter of the deceased’s estate is generally added to the surviving spouse’s statutory portion, irrespective of any increase in the value of either spouse’s property during the marriage.

The German system does not provide for the sharing of all marital property, but merely for the sharing of the increase in value of marital property. All that is given is a money claim, rather than the right to any particular property. During the marriage, there is no marital fund (as there is in the French system): there are only the separate funds of either spouse. No distinction is made with regard to how the increase was arrived at. The division is confined to increases in value: there is no concept of sharing a loss suffered by the other spouse, as there is in French law.

In terms of valuing the initial estate of each spouse, the spouses may agree an inventory of initial belongings, which is then presumed to be correct. If no inventory is agreed, there is a presumption that there was no initial estate, with the result that each spouse will be assessed on the full value of their current property, i.e. everything the spouse now owns is treated as an “increase”. Consequently, the difference in total value of the two
estates is divided between the spouses. Since few couples will trouble to prepare an inventory, what was intended to be a division of the difference in increase in value often ends up as a division of the difference in total value of the spouses’ estates. However, a saving provision provides that if there is a “grave inequity,” the court is given a certain measure of discretion in assessment and division. Finally, even though neither spouse has an interest in the specific assets of the other, each needs the other’s consent for certain transactions.

Overall, the German marital regime provides for each spouse in the event of death or divorce, while leaving a high degree of independence to each during the course of the marriage. It achieves this aim in quite a different manner to the French community system, as in Germany no community exists until the property is being divided. The division of the increase is designed to leave the two parties benefiting equally from the marriage, however they contributed during the course of the relationship. This may lead to some unfairness, but by and large, the premise is the same as in the French system: it is presumed that the parties are true partners, and entitled to equal distribution, save in cases of extreme inequity.

**Community property in New Zealand**

The law on division of matrimonial assets in New Zealand represents an interesting compromise between the certainty and sharing aspects of the community property approach, and the flexibility and concern for needs and justice of equitable redistribution. Under the Matrimonial Property Act 1976, the contributions of both spouses to the marriage partnership are recognised as equal, and the concern of the Act is to provide for a just distribution of assets when the marriage ends by separation or divorce. Property is divided into matrimonial and separate assets, with only the former being subject to the Act. As in Germany, there is no community during marriage, and property division is deferred until termination of the relationship. It is also possible to avoid the application of the legislation by formal agreement, subject to review by the courts. Matrimonial property is defined as all property acquired by either spouse after the marriage, together with assets acquired after marriage for the couple’s common use and benefit out of property they owned before marrying, and any pension or other entitlements arising after marriage. Separate property is defined as property acquired by either spouse while they were not living together, unless the court considers it just in the circumstances that such property should be treated as matrimonial property. Hence, matrimonial property is generally limited to assets acquired before the parties ceased to live together, or at the latest, by the time of the proceedings. The former date determines the right to a share, and the latter determines the valuation.

In principle, the matrimonial property is divided equally between the husband and wife, and the Act proceeds on the premise that the efforts of one spouse in the domestic sphere are intended to free the other spouse to concentrate on working outside the family home, to the benefit of the family as a whole. Hence, each spouse is taken as contributing in a different but equally important manner to the marriage partnership. The 1976 Act subdivides matrimonial property into two categories. The first category, consisting of the
matrimonial home and chattels, is shared equally between the spouses unless the marriage is of short duration or there are “extraordinary circumstances” making such equal sharing “repugnant to justice”. In this situation, the assets are shared in accordance with the contribution of each spouse to the marriage partnership. The second category comprises all other matrimonial property; here, there is a presumption of equal sharing, unless the contribution of one spouse to the marriage partnership has been clearly greater than that of the other, in which case the property is shared in accordance with the contribution of each to the marriage partnership. “Contribution” is broadly defined, and specifically includes both financial and domestic contributions, the forgoing of a higher standard of living which would otherwise be available and the giving of assistance or support to the other spouse, whether or not of a material kind. Assistance or support specifically includes help that enables the other spouse to acquire qualifications or that aids him in his occupation or business. Monetary contributions are not presumed to be more valuable than non-monetary ones.

Hence, although the 1976 Act primarily enforces a community property approach, a place remains for the exercise of judicial discretion, where equal distribution would be manifestly unjust. However, rather than a full supplementary power of equitable redistribution, where the court might redistribute the property as it thought just, the redistribution must be based on “contribution” to the relationship. This clearly derives from the communitarian emphasis on sharing and partnership, where the emphasis on equality is based on a belief that equal contributions are made by both spouses. Nevertheless, it shares important features with equitable redistribution powers, as prevailing in other jurisdictions, particularly in the listing of a wide range of factors that can be taken into account in determining the “contribution” of each spouse.

The Act operates on a “clean break” principle. On the breakdown of the relationship, the matrimonial property is divided between the former spouses, who are thereafter free from property claims by each other. A similar principle applies with regard to spousal maintenance proceedings under the Family Proceedings Act 1980. Generally speaking, spousal maintenance after the end of the marriage will be short-term only, and will be strictly needs-based. Maintenance will usually terminate on divorce, but this is not always the case, as it may continue where it is necessary to meet the reasonable needs of the other party, which cannot be met by the party herself. Inability to meet reasonable needs may arise from factors including custodial arrangements, the division of functions within the marriage or the need to undertake re-education or re-training to facilitate independence. Maintenance may also be continued if it is necessary to meet reasonable needs, and it would be unreasonable not to award maintenance, considering the ages of the spouses and the duration of the marriage. The impact that this restrictive approach to maintenance may have on the equality ideal will be discussed in the final sections of this paper.

Proposals for co-ownership of matrimonial property in Northern Ireland

In Northern Ireland, as in the Republic of Ireland, it is generally presumed that the person who paid for property is the owner of it, and that the individual’s property rights are not
altered by marriage. However, under trusts law, a spouse (or other person) can acquire an interest in property by contributing to its acquisition. “Contributions” are strictly defined, and so-called “indirect” contributions (for example, the payment of household bills) will generally not suffice. This stringent approach is ameliorated by statutory provisions, one of the most important of which is the Matrimonial Causes (Northern Ireland) Order 1978. This confers on courts the power to transfer property between spouses in divorce, nullity and judicial separation proceedings, after considering a number of statutory factors. Other important rights include the statutory right of occupation in the matrimonial home, under the Family Homes and Domestic Violence (Northern Ireland) Order 1998. As yet, however, no automatic ownership rights are conferred on spouses in Northern Ireland, although this may be about to change following the recent recommendations of the Law Reform Advisory Committee for Northern Ireland (LRAC).

The LRAC’s recommendations are focused primarily on the family home, housekeeping money and household goods. Regarding household assets, the LRAC recommends that property acquired by either spouse, or both, or transferred by one to the other, for the joint use of the couple, should generally be jointly owned. This would be subject to exclusion by the parties, which would be satisfied by the acquiring or transferring party making it known to the other party, at the time of the transfer or acquisition, that ownership was not being transferred. How this should be evidenced is not discussed in the report, and seems likely to be the subject of dispute.

Although the discussion in chapters 3 and 5 of the Report is focused on “household goods and housekeeping money”, the scope of the actual recommendation made is such that almost any asset acquired for joint use or jointly purchased may come within the ambit of the rule. For example, a family car, though not usually understood as a “household good”, may be covered by the rule. The main difficulty with the provision concerns the potential difficulties caused by equitable interests for third parties, particularly purchasers and creditors. It is not clear how extensive a doctrine of notice will be applied: for example, is a purchaser of property from a married person automatically put on notice that the vendor’s spouse may be entitled to a joint equitable interest in that property? Indeed, what level of joint use is required to render an asset co-owned, and what level of enquiry by purchasers is required?

Greater difficulties may arise in the context of the family home. Emphasising that the female partner is historically and socially more likely to be disadvantaged with regard to property ownership, the LRAC recommends that a presumption of an equitable joint tenancy should apply to the couple’s joint home. This presumption could be rebutted by an express agreement to the contrary by the parties, evidenced in writing. The presumption would not apply retrospectively, but would arise in every subsequent transaction involving the acquisition of a principal joint residence by a married couple, or by either spouse, or where a joint residence was put by either spouse into the name of the other. Retrospective application is rejected as being likely to interfere with prior agreements between spouses, and as being a disproportionate interference with property rights. Instead, where a situation is not covered by the proposed legislation, it is recommended that the court should be directed to consider a number of factors in
determining the parties’ respective beneficial interests in the property.

Although the LRAC gives reasoned arguments in support of its proposals, the result is unfortunate. As between spouses, a two-tier system is proposed, whereby older wives, in established homes, are unlikely to benefit from the new system. Given that these wives are likely to be those most involved in “traditional” marriages, it seems strange that they are least likely to benefit from the proposals, while younger wives, who are more likely to be earning, and to acquire their homes jointly with their spouses, are covered by the proposed new rules.

Admittedly, older wives would come within the LRAC’s alternative system, and might be awarded a beneficial interest in the home under the criteria contained in paragraph 5.34 of the Report. These generally relate to contributions “in money and money’s worth”, but the nature of these contributions is not specified. In particular, does a contribution “in money’s worth” include work in the home and childcare, and if so, how is the value of these contributions to be quantified? Previous experience in other jurisdictions (for example, New Zealand) does not suggest that much value is placed by the judiciary on contributions of this type. Similarly, what exactly are the “reasonable expectations of the parties in all the circumstances of the case”, and how are they to be assessed and quantified? Is this a purely objective criterion, or is there a subjective element?

Although some of the stated criteria may be helpful in expanding the restrictive approach of equity, many of the factors listed in the Report seem likely to lead to further difficulties, despite the LRAC’s views to the contrary. While considerations of beneficial entitlement may be overlooked in the marriage breakdown context, as the court may then utilise its power to adjust property rights, it is likely that much less protection will be afforded to “traditional” wives in the context of bankruptcy or the repossession of property. Difficulties may also arise for creditors, with regard to the taking or realisation of a secured interest in the family home. Many of these difficulties could be avoided by a deferred community approach, which would generally not affect third party rights, would eliminate the need to determine whether an asset was acquired for joint use, and would generally avoid the complications of potential equitable interests. As against this, a spouse in a deferred community regime would have no property entitlements until the termination of the marriage, and might therefore be deprived of the psychological advantage of financial power during the marriage. A deferred community regime would therefore fail to give a spouse priority over third parties, including creditors, as the LRAC’s proposals might do.

**Separation of assets, equitable redistribution and Irish law**

In Ireland, as in Northern Ireland, a basic separation of assets approach applies. Again, this is modified by trusts law, and in this regard the Irish courts have permitted a greater degree of latitude in the interpretation of what amounts to a contribution, than the judiciary in Northern Ireland. However, many of the applicable rules can still seem rigid and illogical.
Finding a pre-existing proprietary interest is no longer necessary between spouses as the strict principles of separation have been ameliorated by the principles of equitable distribution through a range of recent enactments. Under the new legislation, ownership is acknowledged, yet may be deemed unjust or unsatisfactory, considering the circumstances of the case. Indeed, it seems that strict separation principles are now so adulterated that in many respects the parties’ respective assets form one almost homogenous mass, ready for appropriate division. Although the legislature has provided some degree of guidance as to how this division should occur, there remains a high degree of uncertainty: no spouse can be sure of his or her rights until the court has spoken, and even then, it is clear that no form of closure can be relied on. Finally, although the principles of equitable redistribution may be said to be based on some of the same ideas as community of property (most notably, the view that there is an economic partnership between the spouses), this partnership is usually only given effect when the marriage ends, with the result that there is no equality between the spouses until that time, and perhaps not even then.

Currently, where spouses disagree, separate or divorce, the court may make ancillary orders, including a property adjustment order, under the Judicial Separation and Family Law Reform Act 1989, the Family Law Act 1995 or the Family Law (Divorce) Act 1996. The relevant provisions contained in the 1989 Act were repealed and replaced by the 1995 Act, which applies in the context of any judicial separation proceedings instituted after the commencement of that Act. The court’s powers are very extensive; orders might include the sale of property and division of the proceeds (not necessarily in proportion to ownership of the property), or ordering one spouse to transfer his or her interest in property entirely to the other. However, in applying the legislation, the courts have tended to have regard to the extent of the parties’ pre-existing rights: for example, a court might not be willing to transfer the entire interest in the family home to one spouse, but might transfer the outstanding share to a spouse who is already entitled to a partial interest. The quantification of the parties’ relevant shares in the property therefore remains relevant, as this can affect the court’s view of justice in any particular case.

**The Irish legislation in practice**

A key question in Irish law is whether the courts are in fact taking advantage of the formidable array of powers currently at their disposal, in terms of making property adjustment orders, and to what extent they are inclined to emphasise the legal ownership of the assets in question, rather than other matters such as the degree of sharing, moral support and contributions to home life which a non-owning spouse may have made during the marriage.

It is difficult to analyse judicial practice in this area, as there are comparatively few reported judgments. Many cases settle before hearing, orders are often consensual, judgments are mostly unwritten and contain little theoretical analysis, and the level of discussion of the relevant principles is generally not high. Even where a written judgment is available, it frequently fails to list or value all the assets available. It is therefore extremely difficult to establish exactly how property is distributed. Finally, given the
comparatively recent nature of the 1995 and 1996 Acts, time must be allowed for a settled line of authority to emerge, although it would seem reasonable to expect a similar interpretation to the equivalent provisions in the 1989 Act.

In making ancillary orders, including property distribution orders, courts are required to consider particular criteria. The 1989 Act lists ten such factors, the 1995 Act lists twelve, and the 1996 Act lists thirteen. The key requirement in the 1995 Act is that the provision made must be “adequate and reasonable”, while the 1996 Act states that “proper provision” should be made for the spouses and the children of the marriage. Neither phrase is defined, but both Acts list factors to which the court must pay particular regard in reaching its decision. Relevant factors include the present or likely future “income, earning capacity, property and other financial resources” and the “financial needs” of each spouse. No order may be made unless it is in the interests of justice.

Although potential earning capacity will be considered by the courts, it is clear that less stringent standards may well be applied where a home-making spouse is concerned. Equally, however, the court may be influenced by the need of a spouse to retain assets for a particular reason. Where wives are concerned, the asset tends to be the family home, and the need related to childcare; for husbands, the need may well be business related. The assets of both spouses will be viewed in their entirety, and the courts are not restricted to the assets acquired during the marriage; indeed, such matters as potential legacies or income from trust funds, at unspecified future dates, may also be taken into account.

A key problem in Irish law is that the primary aim of the legislation is unclear. Although the criteria listed for judicial consideration are all legitimate, as Power notes with reference to the 1996 Act,

“What is missing is the bigger picture. What outcome are the criteria designed to achieve between the couple? To ask this is to speculate on the aim that underlies the making of orders and there is little legislative guidance on this, except that, whatever the aim is, it must be proper in the circumstances”.

Overall, the greatest emphasis appears to be placed on the needs of the parties at the time of the application, as opposed to the making of a fair overall distribution based on the respective contributions to the marriage. However, it is probable that this depends on the circumstances of the parties: the greater the degree of wealth, the likelier a redistribution of assets, both because more is available, and because the parties may have higher expectations and standards of living. There appears to be quite a high degree of judicial realism here; the courts have noted that in most property divisions in the event of marriage breakdown, there is very little to go around, and that it is likely that all parties will end up less well-off than before. It should not be forgotten that the main emphasis in many cases will be on obtaining sufficient maintenance, rather than on a division of assets, although the high degree of non-compliance with maintenance orders may well incline the courts toward making a lump-sum provision, where possible.
The court must also have regard to the spouses’ ages, the duration of the marriage, and the length of time that they lived with one another. These factors may be significant in two respects: the duration of the partnership may lead to a presumption that a higher degree of sharing is appropriate, and the older the spouses are, the less their earning capacity may be. A woman who has spent her life as a homemaker may be an unsuitable candidate for the job market, due to market competition and lack of training, and it may also be unfair to expect her, at a late stage of her life, to reverse all the expectations and decisions on which her life has, until then, been based. However, an elderly spouse may also have a low life expectancy, with the result that a moderate capital provision may be sufficient for her needs. Finally, where a marriage is of short duration, a court would probably be reluctant to grant a share of the other spouse’s property, especially where it was acquired prior to the marriage.

Section 20(2)(f) of the 1996 Act requires the court to have regard to

“the contributions which each of the spouses has made or is likely in the foreseeable future to make to the welfare of the family, including the contribution made by each of them to the income, earning capacity, property and financial resources of the other spouse and any contribution made by either of them by looking after the home or caring for the family.”

The contributions to be evaluated do not only relate to the past, but may be potential or future (for example, continued childcare responsibilities). This statutory emphasis on the homemaker’s contributions contrasts starkly with the judicial position adopted in the law of trusts, where work in the home clearly does not constitute a contribution to the home’s acquisition. Presumably, the legislature was justifiably apprehensive as to the consequences if no express stipulation of this kind were included, although individual judges have expressed a sense of the value of the homemaker’s contributions. Indeed, a similar provision had been included in the 1989 Act, clearly demonstrating a gradual shift in emphasis from purely financial considerations to evaluating the role of both parties in a broader light.

Although the courts have the power to take such factors into account, to what extent are they willing to do so? It is clear that merely empowering judges to take note of homemaking contributions will not necessarily result in weight being given to them, particularly where the bulk of the family property is owned by the other partner. In New Zealand, difficulties arose in applying a similar provision of the Matrimonial Property Act 1963, which specified that the court could have regard to contributions in “money payments, services, prudent management or otherwise howsoever”. Despite the clear aim of acknowledging the contributions of home-making spouses, the provision was restrictively interpreted, and domestic contributions were conservatively valued. Similar difficulties have arisen in England and Wales, although these may now have been resolved by the recent House of Lords decision in White v White. Affirming the value of both domestic and financial contributions, Nicholls LJ commented:
“...[W]hatever the division of labour chosen by the husband and wife, or forced upon them by circumstances, fairness requires that this should not prejudice or advantage either party when considering... the parties’ contributions... If, in their different spheres, each contributed equally to the family, then in principle it matters not which of them earned the money and built up the assets. There should be no bias in favour of the money-earner and against the home-maker and carer”.

In Ireland, the weight given to non-financial contributions varies with the court.

The conduct of the spouses may also be taken into account, if the court is of the opinion that it would in the circumstances be unjust to disregard it. “Conduct” would presumably include adultery and cruelty, so that this stipulation sits strangely with the “no fault” concept of divorce enshrined in the legislation and the Constitution. The significance of conduct such as adultery may vary with the facts and with the court. However, it seems reasonable that where divorce means that both parties are financially worse off, the party at fault should to some extent bear the cost of the loss induced by his or her conduct. Finally, the “rights of any person other than the spouses, including a person to whom either spouse is remarried” may also be considered by the court, as may the terms of any separation agreement the couple have entered into, where that agreement is still in force.

As noted previously, it is difficult to establish precise trends or principles in asset division, given the dearth of reported cases in this area. However, a brief analysis of some of the leading cases clearly demonstrates that judicial views of “proper” provision, in terms of both maintenance and equitable redistribution of capital assets, are highly inconsistent. In *JD v DD*, McGuinness J held that the financial circumstances were such as to permit a lump sum provision as well as periodic maintenance. Given the length of the marriage, the lack of any career prospects for the applicant, the fact that the respondent was able to accumulate considerable wealth during the marriage due to the low level of matrimonial expenditure, the applicant’s work in the home, and the fact that her role as homemaker was approved by the respondent, McGuinness J felt that a “reasonably equal” distribution was appropriate. She therefore ordered payment of a lump sum by way of maintenance of £200,000 to be paid to the applicant. A similar preference for equality was evident in *EP v CP*. Here, most of the family savings were agreed to have arisen out of work done by the husband, but this was because the household was apparently run on the wife’s salary. Again, a reasonably even distribution was made by the court, with McGuinness J noting that “it was a joint enterprise and must be taken as such.”

However, equality is not the sole guiding principle of the courts: other concerns include fairness, particularly to parties making financial contributions. In *O’L(A) v O’L(B)*, a judicial separation case, McGuinness J was strongly influenced by the fact that “virtually all of the financial contributions” to the family home came from the husband, though the wife had made some indirect contributions from her savings, and had given up her career to care for the child and the home generally. McGuinness J commented that, from a point of view of justice, “A proposal simply to transfer this entire asset to the wife gives no recognition to [the husband’s] contributions and I do not feel that it would be equitable to
take this course.” Although the wife in this case was awarded maintenance and a lump sum (less than half the expected proceeds of the sale of existing property) to buy a new home, it is interesting to note the reluctance of McGuinness J to transfer the house to the wife, because of the husband’s financial contributions. This may reflect a trusts-based approach, as much as a concern with fairness or the wife’s apparently poor powers of management. A similar concern for fairness is evident in *L(J) v L(J)* where McGuinness J placed considerable emphasis on the wife’s “ungenerous” attitude in declining to contribute at all to the mortgage out of her savings, unless the house was put in her sole name.

The issue of financial contribution was also evident in *M(E) v M(W)*. Here, the family home, which was the sole asset of any value, was in the husband’s sole name. However, at the time of trial, it was established that 65% of the beneficial ownership lay with the wife, who had single-handedly supported the family for many years. McGuinness J felt it appropriate to take account of the financial conduct of the husband, specifically, “his non-contribution to the mortgage and his failure over many years to assist in the maintenance of his wife and children”. Under the 1989 Act, improvements made by both parties could also be considered, and here the husband’s contributions were of little lasting value, or were made with money he had not repaid, while the wife’s were “considerable”. McGuinness J therefore held that it was equitable to transfer the outstanding 35% of the home to the wife, making her sole owner, subject to various charges.

In other cases, the proportions of distribution are unclear. In *SB v RB*, the distribution of the proceeds of sale of the house favoured the wife and child, but the total disposable assets are unspecified in the judgment. Occasionally, a serious disproportion exists. In *BF v VF*, a separation case, the wife ended up with a net income of £23,000 (including maintenance) to support herself and the three children of the marriage, leaving the husband with about £33,000 net for his sole use.

In some situations, it appears clear that the court is more concerned with meeting bare needs, rather than with equality or fairness. In *Y(M) v Y(A)*, Budd J noted that it was difficult to assess the husband’s financial situation with any degree of accuracy, but that it was apparent that he earned “infinitely more than was disclosed”, and that he was “well capable of providing the relatively small sums which his wife and child require to live on in a frugal and thrifty manner”, while still having “substantial sums with which to indulge his own extravagant lifestyle”. The wife had a very low income, and all her requirements were reasonable. Budd J noted that:

“[S]he does not socialise and clearly the sum of money which she and her son have to live on is inadequate. Meanwhile her husband enjoys an extravagant lifestyle living with his employee in London… He usually drives a large car and stays in expensive hotels and enjoys flying, shooting and scuba-diving as hobbies”.
It was estimated that the husband was earning about £5,000 per week, in part thanks to the wife’s assistance in building up the business, and Budd J found that there was an intention on both sides that she would be entitled to a share in the assets and profits of the business. He ordered payments to the wife to provide her with £800 per month disposable income in total. She was also to be paid £26,000 in respect of arrears of maintenance, a lump sum of £85,000 to buy a house, and about £4,000 in respect of other sums due. This total lump sum payment of about £89,000 was to be in satisfaction of the wife’s interest in the husband’s business and business assets.

The case is of interest as it is one of the few available High Court judgments in this area. Given the husband’s apparently high income, it is perhaps surprising that the court was satisfied to leave the wife and child with sufficient funds for only a “frugal and thrifty” lifestyle. The maintenance awarded is particularly low, amounting to little over a twentieth of the husband’s gross monthly income. Even the lump sums awarded are relatively low, considering that they are due for arrears of maintenance and in respect of the wife’s share in what was apparently a very profitable business, and did not greatly reduce the husband’s assets.

Although this may be an extreme case, it is noticeable that it is by no means an isolated one, although disparity of distribution may occasionally be concealed, rather than illuminated, by the available figures. In *McA v McA*, a recent High Court decision in this area, the wife was awarded £1.2 million in respect of her share of the family business, together with the family home, an apartment in Tenerife, a shop and another house. She also received a pension adjustment order giving her a 75% share of the husband’s main pension (worth £750,000), business assets worth £48,000, periodic maintenance of £4,500 (not index-linked) and a lump sum of £300,000. The husband retained the second family home and an apartment, a less valuable pension, and the remaining 85% of the business (as well as the remaining 15% interest he was ordered to buy from his wife). He also had other businesses, which were not discussed in the judgment.

However, the apparent generosity of the award to the wife is reduced, when it is revealed that she had no assets other than her share in the business, while the husband had assets of £2 million, as well as the rest of a business valued at £8 million and an annual income of £120,000. The wife actually received comparatively little of the husband’s property, as the court noted that the £1.2 million was money to which the applicant was entitled as of right (due to her contributions to the business), irrespective of her rights under the 1996 Act. The judgment does not set out the particular factors relied on by the court, and does not elucidate any general principles; the sole comment regarding the 1996 Act was that the factors contained in section 20 did not require repetition by the court. However, it appears from McCracken J’s observations that he was particularly influenced by the fact that the business was largely built up by the husband, and that the wife, once she received her share of the value of the business, would not really need that much more. In addition, McCracken J was concerned that placing too heavy an onus on the husband might potentially damage the business, to no one’s advantage.
In CN v RN, the wife had not worked outside of the home while the parties cohabited, but the family home, worth £110,000 at the time of trial, was owned jointly by both spouses. At the time of trial, the wife had sole occupation of the home, and was in receipt of Deserted Wives Benefit of about £64 per week. She was employed as a school traffic warden at a gross wage of about £2,200 per annum, although this was unlikely to continue for long due to her age and poor health. The husband was employed in a company valued at £1,000,000, of which he was a 25% owner. He was in receipt of a gross annual salary of £30,000, plus expenses and other benefits. His net monthly income was about £2,300, plus expenses. He had had several property dealings, and extensively maintained his current partner, even though she had her own means. As McGuinness J felt that the husband could not afford much more in the way of maintenance, she ordered the sale of the family home. The bulk of the sale proceeds was to be spent on a new house for the wife, in which the husband would be a joint tenant (as he had paid most of the mortgage on the original family home), and the remaining £30,000 was to be invested for the wife; this was described as a lump sum maintenance order. Gross annual maintenance of about £7,000 was also ordered.

Given the extreme disparity of income and apparent earning capacity of the parties, the division of property in this case is surprising. The wife essentially ended up with a right of residence in a £70,000 house, which would only become fully hers if her husband predeceased her. The maintenance awarded was extremely low, even allowing for the £30,000 lump sum award, given the length of the marriage and the wife’s age, poor health and almost non-existent income. The husband, on the other hand, had a high salary, and could presumably have easily afforded a higher rate of maintenance, if he had spent less extravagantly on himself and on his new partner. This might also have been considered more appropriate as the case related to separation proceedings, rather than divorce.

It is likely that judgments will become more transparent in the wake of the recent Supreme Court decision in MK v. JP (Otherwise SK), overturning a substantial High Court award to a former wife due to the lack of clear grounds for the decision. Remitting the matter to the High Court, McGuinness J stated that in deciding what was proper provision for the former wife, the court had to consider her financial needs, her role in caring for the couple’s six children, the couple’s separation deed and the fact that the man’s entire wealth had been accumulated after the couple had separated. The Supreme Court was unable to decide if the High Court had exercised its jurisdiction correctly in making the order since no indication was given in the High Court judgment as to what regard the judge had to various factors in the Act, and emphasised that a judge ‘should give reasons for the way in which his or her discretion has been exercised in the light of the statutory guidelines’.

Interestingly, McGuinness J stated that she doubted whether a policy of equal division of assets between spouses had ever been part of the common law in Ireland or England (as held by the High Court) and noted that the concept of a single capital payment to a wife to meet her “reasonable requirements” for the rest of her life had never been part of Irish law. However, she was not clear as to what guiding principles might apply in the legislative context, other than to emphasise the need to take account of the factors listed
in the legislation, and to cite with apparent approval the recent dictum of Thorpe LJ in *Cowan v Cowan* that fairness rather than equality was the rule. Irish law therefore still lacks a detailed and authoritative exposition of what amounts to “proper” provision akin to the House of Lords decision in *White v White*.

Overall, it is clear that views of “proper” provision may vary greatly, and it is difficult to predict what award will be made in any given circumstances. Much appears to depend on the constitution of the court, as well as on the financial needs and contributions of the parties. The question must therefore be asked, does Irish law, as currently applied, offer a just and equitable solution to the difficulties of property division in marriage breakdown? It is submitted that it does not.

**An Irish community of property?**

Irish legislation does not give either spouse the right to a defined share of the family property. However, it does implement a principle that an individual’s property is not entirely his or her own, in a family situation, and that it may be redistributed despite the owner’s wishes or intentions. The substantive effect of these provisions is to treat the separate assets of the parties as a fund, from which limited amounts may be doled out to either party. This principle has in fact been in place since the enactment of the Succession Act 1965, which guarantees certain rights to a surviving spouse.

The Family Home Protection Act 1976 also constitutes an early step in this direction. The aim of the Act is to ensure that a spouse does not suddenly discover that the family home has been sold or mortgaged without his or her knowledge. The Act does not give the non-owning spouse an interest in the family home, but provides that any sale, transfer or mortgage of the home without that spouse’s prior written consent is void. Where consent is unreasonably withheld, the court may dispense with this requirement. The court can also make such order as it thinks proper to protect a family home where it appears that a spouse is engaging in conduct that may lead to the loss of an interest in the home, or render it unsuitable for habitation. However, the court can only intervene if it is satisfied that the spouse has the intention of depriving the applicant spouse or a dependent child of her residence in the home. Finally, the Act restricts the disposal of household chattels, as defined, in certain circumstances.

The trend towards increasing the property rights of spouses is conscious, not accidental. As early as 1972, the Commission for the Status of Women recommended that the adoption of a community regime be considered, and the Second Commission for the Status of Women recommended that a community regime of some sort should in fact be adopted. Both Commissions were particularly concerned that a pure separation of assets approach could result in grave injustice to wives, particularly with regard to the family home. This concern was addressed by the Matrimonial Homes Bill 1993, which represents the clearest example of the move towards community. The Bill imposed equitable co-ownership of the matrimonial home by spouses, where a dwelling had been occupied by a married couple at any time since a specified date, and either or both of the spouses had an interest in the dwelling, other than in equal shares. Under clause 4 of the
Bill, the equitable interest in the property would, in these circumstances, vest in both spouses as joint tenants, subject to exclusion by the court. Under clause 7, a spouse could also make a written declaration that clause 4 should not apply to the matrimonial home, after obtaining independent legal advice. Finally, clause 14 provided that the household chattels owned by either or both of the spouses would belong to both as joint owners. This provision could also be excluded by an agreement to the contrary.

On referral to the Supreme Court by the President, the Bill was held to be unconstitutional. Although the court accepted that the objective of the legislation was to promote the stability of marriage and the institution of the family, by encouraging joint ownership of the family home, the manner in which this objective was to be achieved conflicted with the inalienable right of decision-making reserved to the family itself under Art. 41.1.1 of the Constitution. The Bill applied the principle of joint ownership to every matrimonial home, even though the couple living there might well have decided that the home should not be jointly owned. It therefore had the potential to interfere with positive decisions of the family. Even though the parties could still contract out of the legislation, it would be necessary for the couple to re-address the issue, which might arouse discontent and disturb the equilibrium of the family. The non-owning spouse might refuse to make a written declaration that the legislation would not apply, which could lead to litigation.

However, it appears implicit in the Supreme Court’s decision that not all attempts to establish such a regime would fail. The Court’s emphasis was clearly on the impermissibility of legislative interference with past family decisions regarding ownership, and the automatic deprivation of proprietary interests that would ensue. It is not stated that legislation relating to the future acquisition of property by married couples would also be prohibited, particularly if the parties retained the option of contracting out of the statutory regime. There would thus appear to be nothing to prevent the imposition of a default system of community property, in relation to couples entering marriages in the future or, probably, in relation to the acquisition of new assets by couples already married. However, the result of this might well be the creation of a two-tier system of property ownership, whereby parties to earlier marriages would be less protected than those entering later marriages. This difficulty is likely to be particularly significant given that it is typically wives in “traditional” marriages who are most vulnerable financially. The decision also casts doubt on the constitutionality of the property adjustment orders which may be made by the courts under the 1989 and 1995 Acts, since these might well interfere with agreements regarding property ownership previously made by spouses.

**Arguments for and against community**

To date, the focus in Ireland has been on ameliorating existing rules, rather than on revising the nature of the system itself - on remedying individual instances of injustice, rather than on providing a prescription for the just ownership of marital property. Should, therefore, the State intervene to impose a community regime in the context of matrimonial property?
Against the concept of community, it can be argued that the interference with family property rights and agreements is too great, and that it is not for the State to intervene to this extent. However, this argument can no longer withstand objective scrutiny, since the State already intervenes, in a far greater and less certain manner, in its equitable redistribution mechanisms. The statutory powers briefly analysed above clearly go far beyond the scheme outlined in the Matrimonial Homes Bill 1993. The only distinction appears to be that the Bill was certain in its scope and application: as noted above, the principal difficulty associated with the current law is its potential for arbitrariness and uncertainty.

Indeed, when the policy behind the current legislation is examined, it is clear that legislative policy has long moved towards community principles. The Succession Act 1965 already curtails the spouses’ freedom of testamentary disposition, the Family Home (Protection) Act 1976 effectively restricts the right of sale of the family home (though without varying the ownership), and the 1989, 1995 and 1996 Acts permit redistribution of all property owned or likely to benefit either spouse. It is submitted that putting this intervention on a precise and formalised legal footing would not conflict with statutory policy; indeed, it might well be regarded as the culmination of such interventionism. It would also eliminate the inconsistency of rights being automatically granted on death, being awarded on a discretionary basis in the event of marriage breakdown, and not awarded at all while the relationship subsists. It would also help to eliminate the inordinate delays and consequent legal costs currently bedevilling Irish law.

One of the strongest arguments in favour of a discretionary system is the flexibility it offers to deal with individual cases, and thus to maximise individual justice. This flexibility may indeed play an important role in cases where there is insufficient wealth to provide for all parties, and in particular to provide for the future of the children of the marriage. It may also be necessary to achieve long-term justice and equality between the parties. However, the price for this individual flexibility may be high, in terms of lack of foreseeability and certainty, and possibly with regard to difficulties in reaching a settlement between the parties. There is also, as Dewar points out, growing doubt as to our ability to know what is “best” in any particular case, partly because it is impossible to predict the future with certainty, and partly because it is by no means certain that the law is able to devise the most beneficial solution to a given set of facts.

It is submitted here that the lack of principle and predictability are by no means outweighed by the flexibility of the current system. The evidence to date suggests that although some decisions implement a reasonably equal distribution of assets, in other situations courts are reluctant to utilise their statutory powers fully. Whatever a community of property lacks in the way of responsiveness, it at least offers a certain and principled solution to the ownership of marital property. Dependent spouses would be guaranteed a particular portion of the family assets, and would be less subject to the perils of litigation. The scope for arbitrariness would be removed, and the impact of what may sometimes appear to be conservative judicial attitudes would be reduced.

It is not suggested that parties should be unable to contract out of such an arrangement;
on the contrary, they should always be able to do so, after obtaining independent legal advice. However, the question of property ownership would at least have been raised and (presumably) discussed. Since some intending spouses might be reluctant to insist on obtaining a share of the family property, it is suggested that where a regime of separation is selected, the equitable redistribution power should be retained. This would safeguard the family as a whole, in accordance with what is clearly legislative policy.

Of course, marriages where there was little property to be distributed would not be greatly affected, but these are in practical terms not much affected by the current legislative provisions either. Certainly, it is doubtful if a community regime would offer any advantages to the least well-off members of society. For this reason, the Law Commission for England and Wales considered that no purpose would be served by adopting a full community regime, and that joint ownership of the family home would serve just as well, as this was usually the only asset of any value. Shatter, on the other hand, noting the rise in joint ownership of the family home and the high level of statutory protection now afforded to spouses, contends that measures such as the failed Matrimonial Homes Bill (and presumably, a community of property) are consequently no longer necessary to safeguard spouses. However, he admits that circumstances may still arise where the non-owning spouse (generally the wife) will be vulnerable. It is submitted here that the fact that a proportion of the population would not necessarily obtain any advantage from a new property regime, does not justify ignoring the significant proportion that might do so.

More perturbing is the possibility that a community regime might work against vulnerable spouses, by limiting the fund for distribution on the termination of the relationship. Under current law, all assets owned by either party, or indeed, assets likely to be acquired by them, may be divided by the court. In the forms of community regime most likely to be adopted, a spouse only obtains an interest in the assets or gain acquired after the marriage. This could potentially preclude the division of a large portion of wealth. However, this risk might be reduced by the inclusion of a provision similar to that in German law, whereby an inventory might be agreed by the parties on entering the marriage, listing the assets already owned by each; where there was no such inventory, it would be presumed that all property was acquired subsequent to the marriage. This would offer protection to spouses who entered marriage with a large amount of property, if those spouses wished to avail of the proviso. Where spouses did not prepare an inventory, the property to be divided would be the same as under the current law.

Further, it is not unreasonable to exclude assets acquired prior to the marriage from the community of property, as the impact of this would be felt mostly in marriages of relatively short duration. Where a marriage has endured a number of years, it is likely that a large proportion of property would be acquired after the marriage; similarly, it is probable that a gain would be made. It also seems more just to restrict the division to wealth gained by the joint efforts of the couple, rather than property independently acquired and owned by either. If the division is based on the concept of the family as a partnership, where both spouses contribute to the relationship, it is not unjust to limit the rights acquired by each to the assets or gain jointly made.
The most worrying issue relates to children, as an equal division of assets might preclude the retention of the family home by the primary carer, thus depriving the children of their home. The great advantage of the present discretionary system is that the court has flexibility to cater for the housing needs of the family, which would not be the case in a standard community regime. There is no easy solution to this difficulty. However, it might be worthwhile exploring the possibility of giving courts the power to defer the sale of the family home in the interests of the children – though this obviously raises other difficulties, both theoretical and practical.

Another key difference would relate to the finality of the arrangement: current legislative policy appears to be heavily set against a “clean break”, and therefore, the adoption of a community regime might be regarded as inappropriate. This issue is problematic: as Ward notes, the “clean break” policy applied in the United States has resulted in the impoverishment of many women. It appears that this difficulty is caused primarily by restrictive maintenance awards, and it is not clear whether Ward is speaking of community or equitable distribution states. Similar difficulties have arisen in New Zealand, owing to the clean break policy which applies there to both maintenance and asset division. It is submitted here that a division of family assets under a community regime might go far to alleviate the lot of many former wives, and that where a family has few assets, the “clean break” issue is in fact irrelevant, as far as property distribution is concerned, as there is little or nothing to be divided. Even if there is a “clean break” with regard to property redistribution, there is no reason why maintenance should not be ongoing, particularly where there are children. If a marriage is legally terminated, former spouses should not be subjected to continued readjustment of their property interests, however reasonable maintenance payments may be in many situations.

Assuming the case for a community property regime to be accepted, which form of community should be adopted? It is argued here that the most appropriate system is that of deferred community, which permits maximum freedom with regard to property management during the marriage. A further advantage of a deferred community on the German model is that there is no concept of loss-sharing; effectively what is offered is a regime with many of the advantages of separation of property, but with a certain and predefined division, which treats both spouses equally. Against this must be weighed the advantage to a dependent spouse of feeling that he or she is not deprived of financial power, which is given by a community on the French model (where both spouses have equal management powers), or by the LRAC’s proposals in Northern Ireland. O’Connor, for example, argues in favour of a regime offering a present, rather than a deferred interest in family property. However, it is submitted that the French approach is too restrictive, and too likely to cause administrative difficulties, as well as difficulties for third parties such as creditors. This may also be a problem in relation to the Northern Ireland proposals, and the LRAC’s recommendations, as discussed earlier, also seem likely to lead to undesirable inequality between older and younger wives.

A specific difficulty raised in the Irish context in the divorce referenda, and subsequently by the Second Commission for the Status of Women, relates to family farms. It is argued
by some that a farm that has been in the family of a particular spouse for generations, should be treated differently to other family assets. Two points may be made in this regard. First, the current legislation makes no distinction between family farms and other property; nor would it be right that it should, where a spouse has contributed many years of work to improving the farm and the fortunes of the family. Second, in a deferred community, what is divided is the increase in value of the assets of the parties, i.e. the “gain” made by each in the course of the marriage. Unlike a community fund on the French model, a financial payment is required, rather than the division of specific assets. If the farm were owned by one of the spouses prior to the marriage, therefore, only half of the increase in value would be payable.

Conclusion

It is submitted that the current Irish approach to matrimonial property shares many of the ideals and aims of community property theory. In particular, the sharing of assets between the spouses in both approaches mirrors an economic and social sharing. However, Irish law falls far short of the certainty and equality to be desired in this most important area. While this certainty is especially needful in the event of the breakdown of the relationship, it is also highly desirable during the marriage.

The present law offers neither certainty nor finality. It also fails to secure equality for the homemaking spouse, as domestic contributions are consistently undervalued. Although the equitable redistribution approach offers flexibility, it is submitted that the price of this alleged responsiveness, in terms of anxiety, strain and litigation, is too high. A community regime is limited as regards flexibility, but it offers a measure of security, certainty and transparency which, it is contended, is likely to increase both justice and emotional well-being during and after marriage. Consequently, it is argued that the legal position should be altered, and that a regime of deferred community should be constituted the regime of default. Such a change would also promote true equality within marriage.

Whether the community regime should apply to all, or simply to future marriages, would be a matter for debate. In the light of the Supreme Court decision regarding the Matrimonial Homes Bill 1993, it might be thought that the regime should apply to future marriages only. However, given the effect that the current legislative provisions may have on existing property arrangements, it is contended that this argument is illogical. Limiting the application of a community property regime to future marriages only would result in a two-tier system, whereby older spouses in “traditional” marriages, who tend to be the most vulnerable financially, would be afforded least protection. Although there would clearly be considerable difficulties in imposing a new property regime on married couples, such a change has already effectively been imposed by the 1989 and 1996 Acts. Perhaps the solution would be to give all couples an equal right to opt out of the community regime, irrespective of the date of marriage. In this situation, the current equitable redistribution principles would continue to apply, with all the uncertainty and risk that they entail. Although such a course might, as the Supreme Court suggested (and as the LRAC has suggested in the Northern Ireland context) increase marital discord in the short term, in the long term, it is argued that this disadvantage would be outweighed
by the benefits of clear and predetermined spousal rights.
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